
Look at the emitter or panel of any Infrared Sauna...  and ask...  “What percentage of this energy

emitted is Actually Far Infrared Energy?”  Planck’s law indicates that as you increase the

Wattage, the bell-curve of energy emitted flattens, and you lose the accuracy of the amount of

Far Infrared Energy emitted.  Because of this, the emitters and panels of other infrared saunas

(shockingly)  only generate 18-62% Far Infrared.  Because of the patented semi-conductor chip

technology used in the Relax Sauna, there is very little wiggle-room, and hence over 95% of the

energy emitted by the 1500-watt Relax Sauna Radiators IS Far Infrared Energy.
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 Relax Sauna Energy -  Technological Breakthrough!

Relax Sauna Radiator - emits 95% FIR energy

Automatic Heat Controlled Ceramic Semi-conductor Combines Far

 Infrared Ray, Heat Materials and Control Components !

HIGH POWER - The Relax Sauna semi-conductor chips control the heat with FIR Materials, Heat Materials,

and a Control Component.  In other Saunas,  in order to keep the temperature stable, the control

component will switch on and off constantly, thus, causing you to fluctuate between hot and cold

when used, causing an un-even distribution of heat in the sauna.   The Temperature Control Component

of the Relax Sauna lowers the electric current when the heat is too high, or increases the electric

current when the heat is too low - so that the heat will be in the steady range all of the time.

LOW HEAT - The Relax Sauna Semi-conductor chip technology Excludes Near Infrared Ray (which can

burn the skin.)  One can use The Relax Sauna for prolonged periods of time with Safety & Comfort.

Research Principle:  Ceramic does NOT conduct electricity.  We had to change the atomic structure of

the ceramic chip.  By doing this, and by adding Far Infrared Materials, The ceramic chip absorbs electricity,

gets hot, and then radiates outwardly a very Pure Far Infrared Energy (over 95%) . Other technologies

take 10-20 minutes to do what we can do in 20-30 seconds, and are generally less than 50% pure.

FAR INFRARED ENERGY - 4-14 um Confirmed.  ITSI, the prestigious World Center of Semi-Conductor Chip

Technology, confirmed that the wavelength of the Relax Sauna radiator is between 4-14 um, and that it

is suitable for our bodies.   Zhang Zhong Mou of TMAC, and Cao Xing Cheng of UMC., 2 of the experts in

semi-conductor technology, were both trained there.  Only 4-14 um pulsates the water molecules.

When the Relax Sauna company stated that “Being in the Relax Sauna is like being in the presence of a Chi Gong

Master,”, they were serious.  Of the 100,000 + people who have experienced the Relax Sauna, hundreds have

indicated that they feel  “They were in the womb.”, or “They had just been hugged by their grandmother.“...  The

idea of The Relax Sauna “being a stepped-down version of Divine Love in a Box” - is NOT too far from the truth.

It was a MAJOR breakthrough in Technology to discover HOW to Filter out NON-Far Infrared Energy by the use of a

specially designed Semi-Conductor chip... perhaps as great of a discovery as the invention of the Sewing Machine.

The Relax Sauna Energy was the result of a dream of creating a Hot Spring in your home, much like the Hot Springs

(which emit Chi Energy) that they have in  Southern Japan where warriors in ancient days would go to heal.

   There is something very different and more uplifting about the Relax Energy than any other Infrared Sauna.

Relax Sauna Energy brings a Hot Springs into your home !

The Relax Sauna is like Being in the Presence of a Chi-Gong Master


